
 

 

CLUSTER 

MINUTES 

March 22, 2018 

2:00 pm to 4:00 pm 

Palm Beach Gardens Campus 
 

 

 

ITEM 1. General Education Review 

 
All faculty, regardless of courses taught, will be invited to participate in a review of 
general education philosophy and outcomes as well as the fit of courses into general 
education and potential pathways. This opportunity will be electronic. The link was sent 

via email last week and will remain available until March 29th. Please plan to participate. 

 

Discussion: Susy Martinez White took notes on the discussion.  They are attached.  

 
 

ITEM 2. General Education Assessment 

 

Although there is an expectation that assessment occurs every semester, IRE is collecting 

data this spring. All faculty and adjuncts should administer the cluster-developed 

assessment in every general education class and report results using the web utility. 

Faculty assessment coordinators will continue regular communication with the reporting 

link and course instruments. Contact your coordinator or the assessment director (Karen 

Pain) with questions as needed. 

 

Discussion: NA 

 

ITEM 3.   Early Childcare Education textbook vote 

 

  Colleen Fawcett 

 

Discussion:  Developing and administering a child care and education program by Sciarra, Lynch, Adams and 

Dorsey.  Published by Cengage Learning in 2016.  ISBN 9781305088085.  Casey Wilbanks moved to approve and 

Debra Strange seconded it. Unanimously passed.  

 

 

ITEM 4. ECE Business Partnership 
 
  Susy Martinez White 
 



Discussion:  The Early Childhood & K-12 Programs department is in the process of developing the 

Early Childhood Education Business Partnership Council. This council will aim to provide long-range 

planning, curriculum relevance, occupational forecasting and legislative advocacy for job preparatory 

programs for the early childcare field. During our first year of the Early Childhood Education 

Business Partnership Council, one of the goals is to focus on the STEAM Initiative to collaborate and 

create programs and events that emphasize creativity, innovation, playful learning, and investigation 

in early childhood education.  

  

Our hope is to have out first council meeting by the end of April 2018. We have invited several 

community members from both the public and private sectors to participate on the council. We will 

keep the cluster updated as it develops.  

 

 

 

ITEM 5.  DCF Guest Speaker Series 
 
  Lucia Adrian is working with DCF and would like to have guest speakers come in twice a year 
to speak on a Friday afternoon. The first speaker will be Angela Nelson Sursee next April. She will speak on 
behavioral management.  Future topics will work with ELC.  
 
Discussion:   League of Women Voters also has presentations and speakers available.  Dr. Parker will be 
giving a presentation  
 
ITEM 6.   Future Educators of America 
 
  Sabrina Greenwell 
 
Discussion:  We are having FFEA meetings with SDPBC, PBSC and FAU faculty.  I developed social media 
accounts on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. We are working on creating a promotional video and 
guided pathway brochure.  
 
ITEM 7. EDF 2085 textbook review 
 
  Kalisha Waldon 
 
Discussion:  Publishers answer questions. We had a fruitful and lively discussion lasting until 4:30 and 
eventually decided to adopt the newest edition of the book we are already using by Cushner with a 3:1 
vote.  We decided the Pearson text was excellent but questioned it’s readability for freshman students. We 
would like to review the Waldon text in three years after the online resources have been developed.  There 
was concern for adjuncts teaching without the teacher resources.  Sabrina leaned towards the Cushner 
text because of the feedback she received from students who value the Learnsmart practices.   We 
reviewed  6 textbooks. 
 

 

Attendance: 

Debra Strange, Colleen Fawcett, Cassandra Wilbanks, Cyndi Demitruk, Karline Prophete, 



Jennifer Johnson, Susy Martinez-White, Lucia Adrian, Susan Caldwell, Kalisha Waldon, 

Sabrina Greenwell 

 

Submitted by: 
 

 

[name], Scribe 

 
 

c. Minutes Distribution List 


